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ABSTRACT

The Xe IV  spectrum between 2280 and 6100 A emitted by a new model of a non conventional 
spectroscopic «ource, has been studied. S i* hundred and «ixty «even lines has been assigned to this ion 
by employing the conventional method of energy variation, and the characteristic form of the spectral 
lines resulting from this type of spectral lamp has been particularly considered.

RESUMEN

El espectro del Xe IV  entre 2280 y 6100 A emitido por un nuevo modelo de fuente 
espectroscópica no—convencional, ha sido estudiado. Seiscientas sesenta y siete li'neas han sido 
asignadas a este ion, empleando el método convencional de variación de energía, y ha sido 
particularmente considerada la forma característica de las líneas espectrales que resultan de este tipo 
de fuente espectral.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the thrice ¡onized Xe spectrum 
obtained from a non—conventional spectral source, has 
been reported ¡n former papers (1—3).

A  great quantity of Unes w ith dubious assignment or 
w ithou t previous assignment, were there reported, 
representing a high percentage o f the total of Xe IV lines 
studied.

In this paper we present the ionic assignment of six 
hundred and sixty seven lines, resulting from  a new 
model of a non—conventional spectral source.

This assignment was first attained by varying the

energy supplied to the source, and observing the 
behaviour in intensity of the lines, but it was mainly 
considered the fact that the shape of spectral lines is 
different for each ion, an effect which is remarked by 
the utilization of this new type o f spectral source.

2. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The light source employed consisted o f two Pyrex 
tubes ending in quartz Windows, placed into a quartz 
tu be, as shown in Fig. 1. The electrodes, 20 cm apart, 
were made of tungsten, and covered with indium.
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Gas pressure was of the order of 40 m Torr, and ¡ts 
excitation was accomplished by discharging through a 
triggered sparkgap a capacitor bank varying between 
0.25 and 40 nF, and charged up to 15 kV.

Light radiation was axiaily analyzed, and focused by

an achromatic lens onto the slit of an Ebert mounting 
3.4 m focal distance spectrograph, equipped with a 600 
lines/mm plañe diffractíon grating, blazed at 5000 Á .

Spectra were photographied at the first diffractíon 
order with an approximate reciprocal dispersión of 
5 A/m.

Fig. 1.— Scheme of the light source.

3. RESULTS

The great luminosity of the new spectral source, and 
the employment of a simple device for focusing the light 
onto the spectrograph slit, permitted to record a 
spectrum  rich  in lines, and to obtain on the 
pho tog raph ic  píate a clear image of the spatial 
distríbution o f ionized plasma when viewing from the 
front, through the window.

Observing such lines in the exposition of greater 
energy, it results that those having a spindle shape 
correspond to Xe IV ; those having a normal shape, to 
Xe III; and those showing less intensity at the middle of 
the line, correspond to Xe II. A ll this is due to the fact 
that the greater current density ¡s concentrated at the 
center o f the tube.

In this way, as shown in Fig. 2, already the shape of 
the spectral line gives a first ¡dea about the ionic species 
to which it belongs, later confirmed by energy variation.

This last way of discerning the assignment of each 
line in previous works, left some doubts that have been 
partially cleared in this paper.

In Table I it is shown a list of lines assigned to the 
Xe IV  spectrum.

The first and second columns list the wavelength in 
Angstrom, and the wave number in cm“  \  respectively. 
The relative intensity in a range o f 0 to 5, is given in the 
third column.

Fig. 2.— Spectrograrm obtained at 5 kV varying the Circuit capaci- 
tance. The difference in line forms are mainly observed in 
tpectra photographied with greater energy.
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TABLE I: Lines assigned to Xe IV in the región 2280-6100 A

Symbols in  column fo u r :  a * w ith o u t  p re v io u s  a ss ig n m e n t; b * re v ls e d  a s s ig n a t ío n ,
and c*new  l i n e s  (AA- ± 0 .0 6  A ) .
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TA8LE I (continued)
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TABLE I (continued)
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TABLE I (continued)
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